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Abstract 
Transient enhanced diffusion (TED) and electrical activation after nonamorphizing Si implantations into lightly B-doped 

Si multilayers shows two distinct timescales, each related to a different class of interstitial defect. At 700°C. ultrafast 
TED occurs within the first 15 s with a B diffusivity enhancement of > 2 x 105. Immobile clustered B is present at 
low concentration levels after the ultrafast transient and persists for an extended period (N IO*-lo3 s). The later phase 
of TED exhibits a near-constant diffusivity enhancement of M 1 x 104, consistent with interstitial injection controlled by 
dissolving (113) interstitial clusters. The relative contributions of the ultrafast and regular TED regimes to the final diffusive 
broadening of the B profile depends on the proportion of interstitials that escape capture by { 113) clusters growing within 
the implant damage region upon annealing. Our results explain the ultrafast TED recently observed after medium-dose B 
implantation. In that case there are enough B atoms to trap a large proportion of interstitials in Si-B clusters, and the 
remaining interstitials contribute to TED without passing through an intermediate { 113) defect stage. The data on the 
ultrafast TED pulse allows us to extract lower limits for the diffusivities of the Si interstitial ( DI > 2 x lo-” cm*s-‘) and 
the B interstitial(cy) defect (DBi > 2 x lo-l3 cm*s-‘) at 7OO’C. 

1. Introduction 

Anomalous transient enhanced diffusion of dopant impu- 
rities in silicon is a severe limitation on the formation of 
shallow ion-implanted structures used in advanced silicon 
technology. The phenomenon occurs when crystalline sil- 
icon is annealed to regrow ion-implant damage and place 
dopant impurity atoms on electrically active substitutional 
sites. Enhanced diffusion of several dopant impurities, no- 
tably B and P, has been observed [l-3]. It affects not only 
the implanted species, but also dopant previously incorpo- 
rated in the silicon [4]. 

The majority of reported observations show a transient 
enhancement in the dopant diffusion, leading to a net ad- 
ditional broadening of up to 200 nm in the dopant spatial 
distribution [ 5,6]. The broadening increases with implanta- 
tion dose [2], and also increases slightly as the annealing 
temperature is reduced [ 11. The transient time scale appears 
to increase from seconds at 95O“C to hours at 700°C [5], 
corresponding to an activation energy of around 4-5 eV. 
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The time scale is also significantly dependent on the implant 
dose [6]. 

Transient diffusion has stimulated intense interest for both 
technological and scientific reasons. From the point of view 
of technology, it is hoped to minimize diffusion effects for 
shallow junctions, and to obtain more realistic computer- 
aided predictions of dopant profiles during the development 
of new manufacturing processes. On the scientific side, the 
challenge is to understand the kinetics of transient diffusion 
and electrical activation in terms of microscopic processes 
within the silicon crystal. The problem is complicated, with 
several annealing regimes depending on the density and dis- 
tribution of damage introduced by implantation, and the sub- 
sequent thermal processing used. It is therefore crucial to 
clarify the basic issues. 

Up to now, essentially three different TED regimes, and 
three different time scales on which they operate, have been 
observed. An ultrafast diffusion pulse with a low activation 
energy has been reported for low damage levels (Si implan- 
tation doses < 10” cm-* and tail regions of higher-dose im- 
plants) and low annealing temperatures (T < 6OO’C) [ 61. 
Zhang et al. have also reported a similar transient in the case 
of low to medium-dose low-energy boron implants [ 71. At 
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higher temperatures (670-8 15°C) and higher implant doses 
(5x1012-1x1014Si/cm2),{113}(orequivalently“{311}” 
or “{ 13 1)“) interstitial clusters have been observed [ 8,6]. 
These clusters have a complex geometry but can be thought 
of as very small extrinsic stacking faults. Excess interstitials 
generated by implants below the amorphization threshold 
quickly condense into { 113) defects, which subsequently 
anneal out by re-emitting interstitials, thereby causing TED. 
Because of the buffering effect of { 113) defect formation 
and annealing, the time scale of { 113) defect-controlled 
TED is much longer than that of the ultrafast diffusion pulse. 
This { 113) buffered transient is responsible for the TED 
observed in most previously reported experiments. Finally, 
at even higher implantation doses (> 1 x lOI cm-*), end- 
of-range dislocation loops are generated [9]. Dislocation 
loops are much more stable than { 113) defects, giving rise 
to slow annealing and a long-term, but relatively small, en- 
hancement of the interstitial concentration [ lo]. 

The present paper focusses on the contributions of the 
ultrafast and { 113}-controlled regimes. We investigate the 
time dependence of TED and the electrical activity for B- 
doped superlattice structures subjected to medium-dose Si 
implantation. The boron superlattice serves to detect the in- 
terstitial supersaturation during TED as a function of anneal- 
ing time and depth in the silicon, thus providing information 
on the damage annealing process and the diffusivities of the 
point defects mediating TED. 

2. Experimental 

Doping superlattices containing a series of 9 marker layers 
doped with a boron to a peak concentration of 4 x 10” cme3 
were grown epitaxially in an Epsilon reactor by reduced- 
pressure chemical vapor deposition (RPCVD). The marker 
layers were located at 100 nm intervals with a nominal as- 
grown peak width of 20 nm. 

The wafers were implanted with either 2 x lOI cm-* or 
5 x 10” cm-* Si ions at an energy of 40 keV using a tilt 
angle of 7’. Samples were then annealed in dry Nz ambient, 
either in an AC Associates Heatpulse rapid thermal anneal- 
ing (RTA) system for 15 s or 2 min, or in a standard furnace 
tube for 40 min. The thermal cycle used in the RTA system 
was carefully controlled to eliminate overshoot at the start 
of the anneal. A thermocouple and a pyrometer were used 
together with test wafers to tailor the initial thermal ramp 
and obtain the maximum heating rate consistent with zero 
overshoot, and also to calibrate the pyrometer measurement 
of the peak annealing temperature. 

The resulting distribution of the boron impurity was 
characterized by secondary-ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) 
which gives a measure of the total atomic concentration 
distribution of boron [ 111. In addition, the electrically ac- 
tive (substitutional) part of this concentration distribution 
was characterized by spreading resistance profiling (SRP). 
The combination of SIMS and SRP provides a powerful 
tool for investigating the damage annealing process. 
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Fig. 1. SIMS and SRP profiles measured after a 40 keV 5 x 1013 cm-’ 
silicon implantation. For a qualitative comparison, the depth scale of the 
SRP profile is multiplied by 1 .I (keeping the integral of the profile constant:1 
to match the peak positions of the SIMS profile. 

3. Results 

3.1. ProJiles afer implantation 

Atomic and electrical profiles of boron after Si implanta- 
tion to a dose of 5 x 10’” cm-* are shown in Fig. 1. The dif- 
ference between the atomic and electrical profiles shows that 
the Si implant has caused substantial deactivation of boron 
down to a depth of about 0.5 pm. Larsen et al. have shown 
that such deactivation is caused by the arrival of mobile 
self interstitials generated by the implantation process [ 121. 
Boron atoms are deactivated because Si atoms interact with 
boron to form electrically inactive pairs or clusters of atoms. 

Despite the deactivation of the near-surface part of the 
boron superlattice, there is no systematic variation in the 
width of the peaks in the atomic profile as a function of 
position within the superlattice. This observation is consis- 
tent with earlier studies which showed no diffusion of Si- 
implanted boron marker layers at room temperature [ 131. 

The absence of diffusion provides useful information on 
the type of defects in which the deactivated boron resides. 
The peak boron concentration in the superlattice is about 
4 x 10” cm-j, which corresponds to a distance between 
boron atoms of N 15 nm. Thus, defects containing two or 
more boron atoms can only form if one or more boron atoms 
migrate a distance of at least 15 nm. This minimum distance 
becomes even larger in the wings of the boron markers where 
the boron concentration is much lower. Since we do not 
observe boron diffusion at room temperature, we conclude 
that the deactivated boron is located in defects containing 
only one boron atom. Such defects could in principle consist 
of B-I pairs or B-I, clusters where n is the number of Si 
interstitials trapped in the cluster. On the other hand, in the 
deeper part of the superlattice, the similarity between the 
SIMS and SRP profiles indicates that most B atoms remain 
electrically active, i.e. they have not trapped any interstitials. 
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Fig. 2. SRP measurements on samples implanted with 40 keV 
5 x lOI cm-* Si and annealed for 15 s and 2 minutes at 7OO’C. 

3.2. Projiles afer annealing 

We now turn to the results obtained after annealing the 
implanted samples at 700°C. Fig. 2 shows SRP profiles for 
a 5 x 10’” cm-* implanted sample after annealing for 15 s 
and 2 min. A significant proportion of the deactivated boron 
seen in Fig. 1 has been re-activated (located on substitutional 
sites) during the 15 s anneal. Only the shallowest peak, lo- 
cated at a depth of about 80 nm, within the implant damaged 
region, is electrically inactive after these anneals. The rapid 
re-activation implies that the initial B-I type defects are eas- 
ily able to reconfigure such that the boron contained in them 
reaches a substitutional site. In the case of a B-I pair, this 
can occur directly by a kick-out reaction, while in the case of 
a B-I, cluster the additional (n - 1) interstitials would first 
have to evaporate leaving a mobile B-I pair. Presumably in 
the case of the near-surface peak, the boron atoms become 
trapped in more stable defects, such as { 113) clusters. 

Boron atomic profiles for the full series of annealing times 
are shown in Fig. 3. The figure shows the changes in the 
atomic profiles that occur between successive anneal times. 
Fig. 3a shows the effect of a 15 s anneal on the Si-implanted 
B profile, Fig. 3b shows the additional change occurring in 
the period 15 s to 2 min, and Fig. 3c shows the change 
during the period 2 min to 40 min. In each case, the initial 
profile is represented by a solid curve and the final profile 
by symbols. 

In the initial stage of annealing (within the first 15 s) 
the interstitial supersaturation is at its highest and the tran- 
sient enhanced diffusivity is extremely large. This leads to 
a substantial broadening of the boron marker layers despite 
the very low thermal budget used (15 s at 7OO’C). Dur- 
ing the period 15 s to 2 min the marker layers diffuse at a 
much lower rate, although this rate is still much higher than 
one would expect under equilibrium point defect conditions. 
During the period from 2 to 40 min, substantial further tran- 
sient diffusion takes place. Under equilibrium point defect 
conditions, almost no diffusion would have taken place after 
40 min at 700°C. 

A characteristic feature of the data is the relatively large 
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Fig. 3. Profile evolution for a 40 keV 5 x l@ cm-* Si-implanted sample 

annealed at 700°C, as measured by SIMS. For a better comparison, the 

profiles are shown in time consecutive pairs: (a) no anneal and 15 s FZA, 
(b) 15 and 120 s RTA. (c) 120 s RTA and 40 min furnace anneal. In each 

case the initial profile is represented by a solid line and the final profile 

by symbols. 

amount of broadening in the deeper marker layers. In con- 
trast, the greater part of the shallowest marker layer be- 
comes immobile within 15 s and this immobile component 
persists noticeably up to 40 min. The intermediate mark- 
ers (layers 2-4) also show a significant immobile compo- 
nent. This is most clearly visible in the boron profile after 
40 min, which shows a clear modulation in the near-surface 
region, whereas the deeper marker layers have diffused to- 
gether to form an almost uniformly doped region. The im- 
mobile component in the intermediate peaks is caused by 
enhanced clustering of boron atoms; possibly involving nu- 
cleation and growth around B-I, defects formed during im- 
plantation (Section 3.2 above). We note that the concen- 
tration level of clustered boron observed in the present ex- 
periment is about a factor of 10 lower than that reported in 
earlier studies by Stalk et al. [4]. This could reflect e.g. the 
different boron and/or carbon concentrations in the materi- 
als used in the experiments. 

4. Data analysis and interpretation 

The average boron diffusivity per time interval has been 
extracted from the SIMS profiles in Fig. 3 by using the 
SUPREM simulation program. Only the four deepest 
marker layers are used for this analysis, since for the shal- 
lower marker layers it is not possible to distinguish clearly 
between the mobile and immobile parts. An enhanced diffu- 
sivity is fitted during the three periods (O-15 s, 15 s-2 min 
and 2-40 min) by taking the SIMS profile at the start of 
each time period as input to the corresponding SUPREM 
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Fig. 4. Average enhanced boron diffusivity per time interval of the last 

marker layer for two Si implantation doses. (5 x 1O’j cm-‘, solid line 

and 2 x lOI cm-* dashed line). 

simulation. This procedure enables us to distinguish the 

effect of the ultrafast pulse from the longer TED enhance- 
ment. The diffusivity is extracted for each individual peak 
and the enhancement factor is calculated relative to the 

boron diffusivity under equilibrium point defect concentra- 
tions, Diq = 9.1 x lo-” cm’s_‘, evaluated at 7OO’C using 

the Arrhenius curve give by Fair [ 141. For the 40 min an- 

neal the individual marker layers can no longer be resolved, 
and only the outdiffusion of the deepest one is analyzed. 

Fig. 4 shows the time evolution of the enhanced diffusiv- 

ity of the deepest marker layer for two implantation doses, 
and Fig. 5 summarizes the results of this analysis for the 

individual marker layers. The average diffusivity enhance- 

ment is about 2 x IO5 during the first 15 s anneal and drops 
to 1 x IO” in the period from 15 s to 2 min. Interestingly, 

the dependence of TED on the implant dose is very weak 
in the early annealing stages and only becomes visible after 
longer annealing times. This point will be discussed in more 

detail later in this section. 
We will now interpret the experimental results, starting 

with the ultrafast pulse. We note the following expression for 
the boron diffusivity, appropriate for the case of interstitial 

mediated diffusion under intrinsic doping conditions: 

Here, Dg is the boron diffusivity, DBi the boron intersti- 
tial( cy) diffusivity, Ci the interstitial concentration, and the 

superscript “eq” indicates values of DB and Ci under equi- 
librium point defect conditions. This equation reflects the 

saturation of the boron diffusivity at a maximum value equal 
to Dsi, which would theoretically occur at very high inter- 
stitial supersaturations if all boron atoms were displaced to 

become mobile interstitials [ 151. 
Assuming that the enhancement is saturated (i.e., all 

boron atoms have been displaced and become mobile) 
we calculate a lower limit of DBi = 2 X lo502 ?Z 
2 x IO-” cm’s_’ for the boron interstitial(cy) diffusivity. 
This value coincides quite closely with the lower limit of 
5 x lO-‘3 cm2s-’ estimated by Schork et al. from radiation- 
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Fig. 5. Depth dependence of the boron diffusivity enhancement calculated 

from profile broadening in Fig. 3. The results of two different silicon 

implantation doses (2 x 1O’j and 5 x IO” cme2) are shown. Only the 

last 4 boron marker layers were included in this analysis. The SIMS profile 

after 40 min has spread out too far to enable identification of individual 

peaks resulting in only one extracted value of the last marker layer. 

enhanced diffusion experiments [ 161. Since we observe a 

depth dependence of the enhancement in our experiments 
we believe that the enhancement has not yet saturated and 

that the data reflect the actual averaged interstitial supersat- 
uration profile CI/C,~. The depth dependence however is 
small, even for the 15 s anneal, suggesting that Si-interstitial 

indiffusion must have occurred fast. 

A lower limit for the Si-interstitial diffusivity can be cal- 
culated by assuming that the front of these diffusing inter- 

stitials has reached the last marker layer within 15 s. This 

corresponds to a lower limit of about 2 x lo-“’ cm2s-’ 
for the Si-interstitial diffusivity at 700% The exact value 
is most certainly larger, since the average interstitial profile 
is rather flat indicating that these interstitials have diffused 
far beyond the deepest boron marker layer. Recent experi- 

ments using a similar approach [4] gave much lower appar- 
ent values for the Si-interstitial diffusivity. This discrepancy 
appears to be a consequence of the relatively high level of 
carbon trapping centers in the material used in Ref. [4]. 

Our lower limit is consistent with metal diffusion studies. 
for example the recent zinc diffusion results of Bracht et 

al. [ 171. Further experiments are needed to nail down the 
real temperature-dependentdiffusivity of interstitials in high 
quality CVD silicon. 

For the highest implant dose of 5 x 1O’j cm-*, the diffu- 

sivity enhancement in the time range 15 s to 40 min remains 
virtually constant at a value of 1 x 10’. suggesting that in 
this time frame the interstitial supersaturation is buffered by 

{ 113) interstitial clusters. The measuredenhancementfactor 
of 1 x 10” matches the predictions of the recently developed 
model for interstitial clustering and dissolution by Rafferty 
et al. [ 181. For the lower dose of 2 x 10’” cmP2, the same 
enhancement is found after 2 min, but a somewhat lower 
enhancement is found after 40 min. This result suggests that 
the TED enhancement is nearly independent of dose during 
{ 113) defect dissolution, but that at the lower implant dose 
the reserve of available { 113) defects becomes depleted dur- 
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ing the 40 min anneal. A similar dose-independence of the results provide a strong reference for atomistic simuiations 
TED enhancement factor, and dose-dependence of the TED (e.g. Ref. [21] ) which are designed to model the defect 
time scale, has been found in earlier work [ 19,201. kinetics of the entire implantation and annealing process. 

5. Discussion and conclusions 

Our present results, together with those of Larsen et 
al. [ 121, show that at room temperature, boron is deacti- 
vated by mobile interstitials generated by the ion implanta- 
tion process. The absence of boron diffusion, even at very 
low boron concentrations, indicates that at room temper- 
ature the deactivated boron resides in defect complexes 
containing only one boron atom. The number of deactivated 
atoms in our experiment is about one order of magnitude 
smaller than the number of implanted Si ions. If, as esti- 
mated from recent experimental studies, each boron atom 
traps N 1 self interstitial [ 221, then we may infer that about 
one tenth of the implanted “+I” interstitials are trapped by 
boron atoms. As most of the deactivated boron becomes 
re-activated during the initial stages of annealing (within 
15 s at 7OO”C), this suggests that roughly one tenth of the 
inventory of “+I” interstitials will be released by the boron 
during the initial phase of annealing. 

In summary, we have presented new measurements show- 
ing ultrafast Si-interstitial injection from implantation dam- 
age in RPCVD epitaxial silicon preceding the { 113) defect- 
controlled TED stage. At short times (< 15 s at 700°C), 
a high supersaturation of Si-interstitials is present causing 
a very high boron diffusivity. The high supersaturation is 
further confirmed by the observation of strongly enhanced 
clustering of boron in the near surface region to concen- 
trations as low as z 1 x 1017 cmp3. After this ultrafast 
pulse, the diffusion enhancement settles down to a constant 
value, consistent with a steady equilibrium between the Si- 
interstitial supersaturation and dissolving { 113) defects. The 
measurements allow us to extract a lower limit for the Si- 
interstitial diffusivity in silicon of 2 x lo-” cm’s_t, and a 
lower limit for the boron interstitial(cy) diffusivity in sili- 
con of 2 x 10-r’ cm’s_’ at 7OO’C. 
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